Abstract: Digital hologram print based on computer generated 3D models is studied in new polymer thin films with high quality for holographic three-dimensional (3D) display, which has wide applications in large size, high definition true 3D display.
Introduction
Holography is a good candidate for true 3D display [1] [2] [3] [4] , which has the ability to reconstruct both the intensity and phase information, i.e. all 3D information of an object or a scene. Thus, it provides realistic 3D image of the object or the scene. Observers can perceive the light as it would be scattered by the real object itself with naked eyes. Therefore, Holographic 3D display is a true 3D technique, which includes static and dynamic holography [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . Static holographic techniques have been successfully in some areas. Analog holography develops better than digital holography because analog holography is based on real object. Digital holography is more difficult to study because of huge data, more sensitive materials, etc. Dynamic holographic display still needs to be well studied before any practical applications become available. Moreover, digital holography is necessary for dynamic holographic display, or future holographic 3D video display. Therefore, digital holographic investigation is helpful for static and dynamic holographic display.
In this paper, digital hologram print as a static holographic display technique is investigated, by which computer generated hologram of real object or computer generated 3D model can be recorded in holographic medium, and then the 3D image is reconstructed from the recorded hologram. It will have wider applications in true 3D display than analog holography based on real object. Here, we present some results on hologram recording, especially, hologram print in new polymer thin films we developed.
Experiments and results
Research on holographic materials is an important direction in the context of holographic 3D display. In recent years, many researchers focused their work on this effort. In this experiment, the photopolymer is a mixture of TMPTA monomer, dye, N-phenylglycine, and N-vinylpyrrollidone. The mixture was made uniform by ultrasonic mixing for about 30 min. A cell was formed by sandwiching two glass substrates with the thickness controlled by spacers. Usually the temperature of the glass substrates is at the room temperature. The uniform mixture was poured into the cell by a capillary action, and then the thin film of polymer was fabricated. The experimental setup for two beam coupling is shown in Figure 1 to measure some property of the polymer. A Nd:YAG laser and a He-Ne laser at the laser wavelengths of 532.8 nm and 632.8 nm are used as recording and probe light, respectively. Two recording beams are divided from the recording laser with recording angle θ. The diffraction efficiency of hologram in the film depending on recording intensity is measured in this experimental system. The hologram diffraction efficiency in the polymer film as a function of recording intensity is investigated. As shown in Figure 2 , first, the diffraction efficiency increases with the increase of recording intensity, and reaches the maximum, ~80% at intensity of ~6 mW/mm 2 . Then, it decrease with the increase of recording intensity. Therefore, there is optimum recording intensity in the experiment. We build a holographic recording system to record hologram of a real object using the polymer film, as shown in Figure 3 . Figure 3 (a) shows the interference of reference beam and object beam. These two beams are in line and record a hologram carrying all the information of object in the material. Figure 3 (b) and (c) show the object, a coin and the reconstructed 3D images from the holograms in the film. Above results demonstrate that the polymer film is a good candidate material for digital hologram print. Therefore, we generate a 3D model, then, we calculate hologram based on it, and finally, print the hologram in polymer film and reconstruct 3D image from it by green laser, as shown in Figure 4 . The hologram recorded in polymer film does not need post processing. This work shows that the polymer we developed can be used in digital hologram print, which has potential application in holographic display.
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Conclusion
In this paper, holographic 3D display based on digital hologram print in new polymer thin films is investigated. Computer generated hologram of 3D model is digitally printed in the film, and 3D image is reconstructed from the hologram. This work demonstrates that the polymer thin film is a good material for digital hologram print. Digital holographic process is useful for dynamic holographic 3D display, which can be applied in holographic 3D TV, etc.
